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This single-volume treatise is largely free of citations to authority, but retains the most notable

footnotes. Topics covered include preparing and presenting evidence, cross-examination, and the

procedure for admitting and excluding evidence. Discusses privilege against self-incrimination,

privilege concerning improperly obtained evidence, scientific evidence, and demonstrative evidence.

Reviews authentication, the hearsay rule, burdens of proof, and presumptions. Text also identifies

current issues.
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John W. Strong is the Rosentiel Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the University of Arizona.

Good clear guide to Evidence that is helpful for putting your classroom knowledge into practice.

I bought this book used and found that it did a really poor job of pointing out the implications of the

rules of evidence. Other than perhaps the difference between the common law and FRE, I found it

to be too brief. I feel like there is little debate in evidence as to what the rules is, but rather, it is

when it applies, which this book barely addresses. Try Emanuel's which gives detailed hypotheticals

and examples.

This is an excellent evidence book. You have to love the organization and thoroughness of the



book. Great resource for students and lawyers.

I thoroughly enjoy owning this wonderful hornbook. McCormick's knowledge of the subject of

evidence is thrilling. I have begun an independent study on the subject of evidence with the end

reuslt being, hopefully, a creditable treatise on the subject. I especially enjoy having access to the

references the author cited. This book is awesome! Thanks a bunch for offering it to me at such a

modest price,

You'll want to blow your brains out trying to read this. It's so boring and dry I can't stand it. I read it

for the first class and never touched it again.

Must have for serious Attorneys required referential reading. As a second year Law student, nerd

and biblophile, I found this book a must have for reference. It brings home all the details and

solidifies Evidential foundations. The old classic still resonates true still being used in classrooms

contemporaneously. It contains all the foundational parameters in presenting evidence before the

court. A few of the many areas it includes are examination of witness, admission and exclusion,

record keeping, Judicial notice, Constitutional privilege,impeachment to be used in civil or criminal

cases. Any Law library should have a copy of this West reference book. West updates their

publications with supplements so you can always obtain cross references for updates. Anytime

when reading my cases and case book this book has been invaluable in grasping the more detailed

meaning of the presenting evidence at trial.

The book arrived promptly and was in very good condition. I would use this vendor again.

My professor suggested this book and deemed it the "Bible on Evidence". I bought it and it is. A

great book that will clear up many of your questions. If you don't understand what your law

professor is saying, this book will make it clearer.
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